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TWO DBADLY AND DESTRUCTIVE

EVENTS
Dream/Vision
June 5,2016
The Terrifying Revelation
I was wakingup fromwhatwas apleasant dreamwhenmy attention was drawn
very quickly to something horrific. I was at first overwhelmed by something
terrible, so honific that it swept over
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and soffow. In the distance, comlng tast was a rolfng,
me IKe a tl(le o
boiling black cloud that stretched across the horizon. It was awesome as it was
honific and in effect and, it was tenifying. I saw a brother in Christ nearby
weeping as he saw what was coming, it was the terror of that thing that brought
him to tears. I knew in that moment that this was the judgment of God unleashed
on an unrepentant, rebellious, sinful nation and perhaps the whole world. The
one word that typified this was "terrifying".

I was struck by how fast that boiling, swirling, black cloud moved forward.
Again, this was the judgment of God.

I recalled what JESUS told me on Mayl2th when He said this:

*IT WILL INDEED COME. TWO EVENTS, EACH WrLL BE BOTH
DEADLY AND DESTRUCTM, ONE FOLLOWING THE
OTHER...THIS NATION HAS SOWN UNTO ITSELF'DEATH AND
DESTRUCTION IN REJECTING MY WORD...THbY HAVE LOOSEI)
UPON THEMSELVES THE DESTROYER..AS I TOLD YOU YEARS
AGO, THIS IS A DEAD PEOPLE ALREADY."
On Mayl2th JESUS defined one event as being a massive earthquake to strike
San Francisco. JESUS did not define the second event except that it would
follow the first event (Quake San Francisco).

Hearing what JESUS said May 12s was fairly troubling; but actually seeing it
rolling in as I did June 5th is a whole different matter. I perceive the difference
between the two (hearing His Word and seeing the judgment He spoke of) is
that the latter has a distinct timing: it is near, very near and it is coming in fast!
((Note: Thiswas sentto everyone onour e-mail address listingonJune 6, 2015.
What followed was both terrifying and deadly as JESUS revealed.))
The next pages are newspaper clips detailing these two events. These clearly fit the

'terriffing."
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TWO DEADLY AND DESTRIJCTIVE EVENTS (Continued)

First Deadly Event: June l3r2016
ORLANDO' Florida
50+ Deado 100+ Wounded,-a._
cTONDAV
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TWO DEADLYAND DESTRUCTIVE EVENTS (Continued)

Second Deadly Event: July L7r2016
Dallssr Texas
5+ Deadr 9+ Woundid
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State Deparrtment reopens Hillary Clinton emails probe

NA'oN,Ar

DALLAS OFFICERS
-

Three in custody after guru1en target police during protest over rec€nt

shootings

,

The suspect is not cooperating and told though there was no indication ttrc rnbn
negotiatorS he intended to hurt more larv wrisone ofthe shooters. -

By l,latt Pearce and Jaweed Kaleem
Los Angeles Times

Brown said autltorities have reasdn to beenforcement officials, the chief said"
Anothersuspectwas in a shootoutwittr a lievethe suspectshad threatenedto plant a
was
taken
intocusbomb
Dallas SWAT team and
"in the downtovm arta.' .'
tody, with a'suspicious package" found
'We believe that these suspects were
positioning
themseh'es in a way to triangunear where he was captured, Dallas police
hte on ttiese officers from two differcnt
said;Abomb squad was senttodre scene.
A peisorr wearing camouflage and cairy- perches and garages in the doumtom area
'ing a riflg identified as a
"person of ihter- and planned to injureand kill as manylaw

Eleven police officets were shot, four of
them fatalb, when two snipers opened fire
with rifles during a protest over police
shootings Thursday evening in downtown
Dallas. oolice said.
Thriie people were in custody and a
fourth person was exchanging gunfire with
authorities, police Chief David Brovm said

'

esf in a police photo dissiminated to the
public, nrrded himself in, police said,

ear$&idaymorning

seebA[As,alo

I

referred to the coming events as "terrifying", the exact
terminology used by the newspaper in describing the massacre of June 13,2016 -no

You might note that

coincidence.

What surfaced in these two events were not earttrquakes but terrorist attacks.
However, these are all deadly, destructive and tenifring. This tells me that we have
only seen the beginning of these troubles, more is one the way and it will be
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7.2016 - 3 r)
Policemen

JIJLY 22,2016
France
Islamic terrorists seize a Church and approximately two dozens Christians. The
terrorists slit the tlroat of an 80-year-old priest and critically wound a second
person before French police break-in and kill the terrorists.

Islamic terrorists are now targeting the United States for mass murders. What
we have seen is only the beginning.
What JESUS told me is unfolding before our eyes. The first two events have come
to pass and it continues to unfold with continual loss of life at the hands of Islamic
terrorists.

Chuck-JOHNELos Health
During the last part ofthe month of June, Medicare determined it was too soon to refill my
prescription and so I ran out of medicine. Ammonia bled upwards into my brain and put
me in a tail spin. My memory went dull, my grasp of the day I was in vaporized and my
motor skills went haywire. It took the doctor increasing my daily dosage of the medicine
to get a fresh supply and to resolve this difficulty.

It left me both weak and disorientated. A fresh supply of medicine helped get me back on
the road to normalcy; nonetheless, it's taken the better part oftlree weeks to fully recover.
This set-back made it difficult to complete this Newsletter. It's taken me twice the normal
time to get back on the road fo hnish this Newsletter, thus the delay.
Those around me tell me that

I'm looking better and healthier - nice to hear.
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Comment bv Chuck-fOHNEL:When a Christian nation, as ours is, embraces or makes no
objection to Satanic rites, that nation is going to come under the judgment of God. God's
loving patience with us is limited, He will act to correct and put to an end those practices
that are an offence to Heaven and before His Throne. The wrath of God is no simple thing
and when it comes it will bring smashing blows to our nation, lives and well being.

This is why we continually cry out that all believers draw near to JESUS, abide in His
Presence and rely on Him to see us through what is coming..

tlom tho un-comtns PlesiilentIrl llocUon
Nancy-TONI and I have discussed the issue of Trump and the election situation, the
issue of having seen a "spirit of pride" at work in Trump. Following Dr. Carson
for Trump
dropping out and then endorsing Donald Trump, I tended to think to vote -a
or not to vote at all. Nancy-TONI was uneasy in her spirit about the Trump issue.

Inwardly, praying about this

I thought to bring all this up to JESUS and He

immediately spoke to me saying:

JESUS TO Chuck-JOHNEL March 17' 2016
"JOHNEL, I WOI]LD HAVE YOU VOTE RATIIER THAN NOT VOTE AND
TO CAST YOUR BALLOT TO AND FOR DONALD TRUMP. HIS
CAMPAIGN IS BLESSED WITH BEN CARSON JOINING WITH HIM,
WI{ICH ALSO INDICATES THAT HE HAS AIID WILL HAVE MANIY MEN
WIIO ARE RIGHT BEFORE ME WITH IIIM.'

(I asked, Lord JESUS: "But Donald Trump is not without sin or righteous before
You.") JESUS replied: *INDEED, WHAT MAN IS WITHOUT SIN AND HOLY
RIGHTEOUS BEFORE ME. TJNDERSTAND TIIIS, TIIIS NATION IS
TJNDER JUDGMENT AND TIIAT JUDGMENT WILL OVERTAKE THIS
NATION REGARDLESS OF WIIAT PERSON IS ELECTED TO THE
OFFICE OF PRESTDENT. Trrrs MAN, TRIIMP, WILL HAVE MY
BLESSINGS AND MORE SO BECAUSE OF BEN CARSON'S PRESENCE.
HOWEVE& THIS WILL NOT CIIANGE THE DIRECTION THIS NATION
IS MOVING TOWARDS: JUDGMENT' DEATH AND DESTRUCTION. TIIE
NEED IS FOR GOD'S PEOPLE TO REPENT AIID PRAY, AND TURN
AGAIN BACK TO FATHER GOD THROUGII ME. ABIDE ALL TIIE MORE
IN ME.'
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Comment ht Chuck-JOHNEL: When the then I 7 candidates ran for the Republican
Party nomination JESUS made it plain, from the start, that Dr. Ben Carson was His
man. He was doing fairly well until Mr. Cruz pulled a dirty trick on him that in effect
destroyed his candidacy. Later Dr. Carson backed Donald Trump and joined his
candidacy.

It was as we (Nancy-TONI and I) discussed the options that we decided to not vote.
This is when JESUS spoke to me/us and told us to vote for Trump, weaknesses and
all.
Does this mean Donald Trump will win the presidency? Don't know although I
suspect he will win and defeat Mrs. Clinton.
JESUS' Word of March17,2016 is clearthat judgment is coming on America' but
that we would do best with Trump as President. Nonetheless, judgment is coming
regardless ofwho is elected.

SPECIAL THANKS FOR YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT
The response to our financial woes published in the last Newsletter brought a surge
of finances which in tum got us out of the hole financially. It enabled us to maintain
those working for us. So a very warm thank you to each of you that responded with
such generosity.
Nonetheless, financial support faded as we got into the month of July and we were
forced to make decisions we did not want to make.

We have had to lay-offJim-R€PIIEAL Grandon, who had worked with us for 16
years. We have also had to lay-off Leith-RYLE Lopez, who has worked with us for
l l years.
We are keeping Sam-JOSHUA Salmon, as he does outside work (repairs, building)
that I'm not capable of given my weakened physical condition. So your continued
support is surely needed and will be dearly appreciated.
We are praying to understand what JESUS wants us to do and why this change has come.
While we are asking in prayer and in abiding, we have yet to receive an answer or Word
from the Lord. Thank you for your continued financial support. God bless.

r
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THE TINY STAR
Sketches by

Chuck'JOIINEL

This is a depiction of the two TINry STARS (the fiery globe at bottom is known as "TIITIY
STAR 91") that are drifting through space on a collision course with earth. They are
roughly proportional to each other, but only o'roughly".

I"ve recently had a number of questions about the TINY STAR

and thought

it well to

review this revelation.

THE

Nflg STNR REPORT OF NOYENEER 3, POO]

The two sketches (above) show two possible outcomes:

(1) The "Tiny Star*' is deflected from the earth by Divine intervention in answer to
repentance/prayer or,
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(2) The "Tiny Star*"slams into the earth for the lack of repentancdrayer.
*

Note - The term 'Tiny Staf is one we use to indicate an object coming from outer space,
that being: a meteor, or asteroid, or comet, or some like object.

I

have walked with JESUS CHRIST's in the capacity of His
Apostle/Prophet since 1969. I offer a copy ofmy bio, see Response Form enclosed. I'm
in a leadership position with a body of Christian intercessors across North America
(known as "The Net of Prayer"), who number approximately 512. Our primary function

About the writer:

under God's Commission through Jesus Christ has been to pray for God's people and the
Church in America.

THE REVELATORY IIISTORY
In

1982

I was driving through Corpus Christi, Texas on the Sealing work**

**The Seal of the Living God

I was, atthat time, taken up in the Spirit and saw what looked like a
bright star. Time passed quickly in this vision and thht star grew larger
and larger until it was obvious that it was heading towards earth. It was
a huge round burning object, not unlike a comet and I saw it pass over
the Gulf of Mexico heading north-west. The waters boiled as it flew
over the Gulf, and as it passed over Corpus Christi, the whole city was
drawn up into the air and exploded into ablazingfire consuming the
city into fiery dust. I watched it streak across North America, burning
a swath of fire that consumed everything beneath it for 500 miles from
the center of the comet. Not knowing what it was I came to know it as
a "Tiny Star",.
This fire ball impacted a mountain in Canada; aci$ named Calgary
was the point of impact and was obliterated. The whole earth rocked
and rolled when it hit the earth as massive clouds of fiery dust filled
the air.
This vision was chilling and terriffing to behold.
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JESUS' Word to Chuck-JOHNEL
on Wednesday July 26, 1989 at 4: 51 PM
..NOW IS A TIME WHEN JUDGMENTS ARE MOVING TO COMPLETION IN EVERY
RESPECT, WHEN MERCY THAT HAS WITHSTOOD IN ALL THESE YEARS IS
TESTED IN THE RESOLVE OF MY PEOPLE TO ENDURE IN PRAYER OR TO NOT
ENDURE WHEREBY WHAT WAS WITHSTOOD IS LOOSED. YET ALSO THE
OPPORTUNITY WHEREBY THOSE WHO HAVE LOOSED, MIGHT REPENT AND
PRAY AND WTHSTAND WHAT THEY HAVE LOOSED.

LAW
FULFILLED AND COMPLETED. THEN THE

IN THIS YEAR, ALL THIS IS MOVING TO FINAL RESOLUTION UNDER GOD'S

DOT BY DOT, UNTIL ALL IS

BOUNDARIES OF JUDGMENTAND MERCY ARE FINALLY SET AND ESTABLISHED
IN EVERY WISE, AND IN THE SAME YEAR THIS IS DONE, THEN BEGINS THE VERY
JUDGMENT ITSELF AND IT IS THEN IRREVERSIBLE.

DO MEN EVEN REMOTELY GRASP THE WORKINGS OF GOD'S LAW AND
JUDGMENT? WHERE THERE IS FAITH MEN KNOW TO BE LED BY MY SPIRIT IN
PRAYER, WHERE THERE IS NO FAITH, THESE WILL ALWAYS WORK TO SERVE
SATAN AND RESIST MERCY....
WHAT YOU DO IS ONLY TO ACKNOWLEDGE WHAT THEY HAVE LOOSED, AND
THEY KNOW NOTWHATTHEY DO, YET IN THE DEPTHS OF THEIR HEARTS THEY
ARE WTHOUT ANY JUSTIFICATION IN GOD'S EYES.

IN THE HEAVENS IT EXPLODES IN A FURY, A

VIOLENCE
REFLEGTING WHAT'S BEEN DONE AND SO THE PACE QUICKENS.
FIRE IN THE HEAVENS AND FEAR ON EARTH, FOLLOWED BY
TERROR AND PANIC AND YET NOT A HAIR OF MY SEALED LAMBS
SHALL BE SINGED, NOR SHALL ANY HARM COME TO THEM. FOR
THE SAKE OF THOSE WHO ARE MINE, I WILL SPARE MANY AND
MUCH. YET TERRIBLE LOSS IS IRREVERSIBLE. IN THE NEXT
EIGHT DAYS WATCH THE HEAVENS AND SKIES ABOVE. ABIDE IN
ME.''
On July 16,1994 the first chunk ofthe comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 slammed into
Jupiter and for the next 6 days (July 18-23,1 994) the rest ofthe comet impacted
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and Jesus' Word

ofJuly

26, 1989 (see last paragraph of His Word on Page 2) were recognized immediately. This
is what we know as a "judgment pattem" which is an event that is "like" the one Jesus
speaks of only it is usually nonlethal. We take such 'Judgment pattems" as both warnings
and confirmation that what He is speaking of is near to being realized.

ASTRONOMERS CHANGE THEIR TIIEORY
When the Shoemaker-Levy Comet slammed into Jupiter in July of 1994 it ended a longheld astronomical theory that "cataclysmic events" do not happen. Up until this time
astronomers did not believe that the Earth could be hit by a comet or large object which
could result in world-wide destruction.

Now the astronomical society began calling for observation ofouter space, searching for
objects that might impact the earth and so they began to plan on what to do to deal with
any such space rocks that were seen heading towards the earth.
This is what Jesus shewed me back in 1982 - that there would be attempts to destroy the
TINY STAR headed for earth using nuclear-tipped rockets but Jesus made it plain back
in 1982 that such an effort would not succeed - the only way to stop it was through prayer.
Now, some 12 years later from the visions and His Word of I 982 the scientific community
was doing exactly what Jesus revealed they would do.

TAR VI
Following the want of prayer by national Christian leaders in 1991 and after the Net of
Prayer prayed, seven ofthe nine objects in space heading towards earth were deflected.
One huge asteroid (at least 7 miles long) was broken andthe remaining comet-like object
were still on course towards earth.
On January 20 -22, lgg2I didsee this asteroid traveling in deep space but following prayer
by the N.O.P., I.saw another asteroid collide with it breaking this massive rock into many
pieces - some ofwhich were driven along the course with the asteroid that hit it, thus away
from the earth. The remaining pieces now continue on a collision course with earth. It
looks something like the depiction (on page I 5) - there are three huge pieces and numerous
smaller pieces, most about the size of a football field, and then a lot of debris, smaller bits
and pieces.

(Continued in ADDENDUM)
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AD DEND UM
I had and have no idea of the timing of this impact except that it will hit the earth like a
shotgun blast - the first particles will come in somewhere in western Europe and then
splash into the Atlantic. Thereafter, the pieces will impact the U.S. from the East Coast.to
the West Coast - again, a shotgunJike effect for various forces will distend this debris
field. I discern that when this hits, it will fulfill what Jesus revealed July 26,1989 about
8 days of terror and panic (see the last paragraph of Jesus' Word given on Page 17 of this

newsletter).
The tlree main chunks of this broken asteroid are large enough to wipe out a whole city
if they were to hit it or could cause a serious tidal wave if landing in the Ocean.

told us for years that we CAI\I STOP MUCH IN PRAYER BUT NOT ALL.
There have been no insights concerning the timing of these things. The vision of January
20-22,1992 was faint thus details ofwhen, where and what arelwere vague at best. I have
been given only a general understanding of what this broken asteroid would do. However,
it is obvious to me that it would be serious.
Jesus has

This depicts the course of the Comet across the U.S. from the Gulf oiMexico - the obvious
(to me) city to be destroyed by direct impact is Calgary, BC, Canada. This sketch was put
together November 23, 199 L

Note: We had heard of a comet that could be on a collision course with earth in 134 years.
I prayed and asked Jesus about it, He said this, "THIS lS THE WHITE GLOWING ONE
THATYOU HAVE AUTHOR|TY OVER -yET UNTTL THE 1,000 (TNTERCESSORSIARE
FOUND I RESTRAIN YOU FROM DEALING WTH IT. WHERE YOU SEE THIS TINY
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STAR, THIS BEING MY EVIDENCE THAT TWO MORE ARE ALSO ON THE WAY, ONE
CLOSER IN TIME THAN ANOTHER - BOTH NEAR.

BYWHAT IS SEEN THE UNSEEN IS MADE APPARENT."
By what and how JESUS responded I understood that the comet the scientists were talking
about was Nor the one He told us about, rather it was an evidence. But as I pondered His
last sentence I would later (after July,1994) understand that the comet impacting Jupiter
in July of 1994 was the SEEN that confirmed the UNSEEN comet - the one headed for
earth.

ROGffiRIS SKHTCH QT T982

NEIISI'GEK COVER IiO\TEMBER

Roger, an artist in this Ministy, drew a sketch of the TINy srAR in l9g2 based on my
descripion ofthe vision of l g82.Themqgazine cover forNEwswEEK datedNovember
23, 1992 is their representation of a fiery object colliding with earth, which happens to be
identical to the sketch we have used since 1982.
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I perceive that the sketch of I 982 and the magazine sketch of 1992 are not coincidental but
just one more piece of subtle evidence ofthe veracity ofHis Word and warning about what

is coming.

A SUMMARY ON TINY STARS
TIIIY STAR of 1982 - was stopped

through prayer from 1982 to 1983. The physical
evidence appearing at the edge ofour solar system (ball ofdust) in 1983 was recognized
when news of its discovery was published.

TINY STAR of 1986 - Revealed by JESUS in 1986, the Net of Prayer prayed from 1986
to 1989 and saw God's answer when this asteroid narrowly missed the earth in 1989 (it
was said to be at least 3/4 of a mile in length).

JULY. 1994 COMET SLAMS JUPITER - JESUS spoke of a "like" event in His July,
1989 Word; which we recognized was a waming pattern that also confirmed His Word.

ASTRONOMERS MAKE PLAIIS -In 1982, when Jesus gave me the vision of the
TINY STAR coming at the earth, He also shewed me that scientists and govemments
would work to deflect the object using nuclear-tipped missiles (which He also shewed me
would fail).

in

1982 the scientific community did NOT believe the earth could face a
catastrophic impact from outer space nor did they have any plans to send nuclear-tipped
missiles to destroy such an object. The impact of the Shoemaker-Levy Comet hitting
Jupiter resulted in a sudden shift in astronomical thinking. Today they are watching the
skies and they are thinking about how they might stop such an object - as Jesus shewed me
they'd be doing back in 1982, 12years earlier.

However,

34 YEARS of REVELATION
From 1979 the Lord JESUS began giving me revelation concerning the TINY STAR but
it was not until 1982 that He completed the progressive revelation and made it plain that
it was an object coming from outer space at the earth - something that could only be
stopped by prayer by faith by His people.

This year marks 34 years of God's revelation and events that tie into His Word and
waming about a TINY STAR - it is well beyond a momenta4r idea.
In the years I've walked with Jesus it has become evident that judgments are running in
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cycles. In this case the DECISIONS made back in 1991 are about to be made again
and they may be final DECISIONS. Depending on the response of those asked to call for
repentance and prayer will determine whether or not these TINY STARS head our way or
not.
12 year

I do not say this is a light matter, it is very serious and nothing to take lightly. I pray you
take it seriously and act by faith. God bless.

JESUS' WORD to Chuck-JOHNEL
on Wednesday November 51 2003
Getting washed up after a night of fever, working on the letter to the 9 Chwch Leaders.
Last night was led to get the address of Paul Crouch TBN and today, this moming, to get
the name of the Pastor of Salem Lutheran Church in Spokane.

I was pondering *what

if'

one church leader replied positively or more. JESUS spoke to

"IF ONE REPLIES IN A POSITryE MANNER THE TII{Y STAR
JTJDGMENT WILL BE DEFERRED ONE YEA& IF TWO RESPONI)
POSITIVELY IT WILL BE TWO YEARS BUT IT WILL TAKE ALL NINE TO
me at 2PM saying,

RESPOND POSITIVELY TO CANCEL THE TII\IY STARS.,
HOWEVER, T]NDERSTAIID THAT THEIRDECISION DETERMINES THE TII{Y
STAR JUDGMENTS A}[D IIAS NO EF'F'ECT ON THE JUDGMENTS LOOSED IN
2OOI, TIIESE ARE PARTLY RESTRAINED BY THE F'ACT THAT THIS TIII'Y
STAR DECISION ITDED BE MADE, BUT, YEA OR NAY, THE JT]DGMENT WILL
MOVE AHEAD ONCE TIIEIRDECISIONIS MADE, EVENAS I TOLD YOUIN
1989."

JESUS' WORD to Chuck-JOHNEL
November 6,2003 at 2:15 AM
Note - I will mail the letters to the 9 Church Leaders today, November 6, 2003.I wonder
how long they have to respond. JESUS speaks to me answering with this:

..THESECHURCH LEADERS HAVE20 DAYS FROM THETIMEYOU
MAILTHE
LETTERS WTHIN WHICH THEY MAY RESPOND. AFTER 20 DAYS THEIR
DECISION IS KNOWN . NO RESPONSE IS A NO."
That comes out to November 26,2003 as the deadline. There were no responses
whatsoever. This decision simply means that the TINY STAR is on its way towards the
earth, however, the Net of Prayer can change the outcome through prayer-intercession.

:/
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REVELATION BITS AND PIECES
In 1 980, the Lord JESUS gave me a vision where I saw the whole ofMontana ablaze,
the rock itself was melted and buming. What caused this? JESUS did not say!
1982, when He shewed me the fiery ball sweeping across America and how it set
everything beneath it ablaze, I now realized that He had shewn me part of the vision
two years earlier.

In

HE 1.000
When the Church Leaders'Decision was made known, JESUS revealed that if I
found onethousand intercessors who wouldpray forGod'sMercyandhelpto deflect
the TINY STAR (Comet) that He would intervene on our behalf. In a vision JESUS
shewed me three prophets driving towards Corpus Christi with The Staffand that we
would* prophetically deflect the TINY STAR, cause it to be hurled back in space and
away from earth.
*Note: I've believed that I might be one ofthose three prophets,

DANIEL andNancy-TONI

along.ith Richqrd-

.

When we might undertake this mission to find the thousand intercessors who would
pray for God's help for three months is not known.

The Nine Pastors
Pastor Jerry Falwell Reverend Jimmy Swaggart
Pastor William Anker Father Brian
Reverend Paul Crouch Pastor Thomas Sledner

Reverend James Robison
Reverend Pat Robertson
Reverend David Flowerew

These are the nine pastors who "represented" the church leadership in America. While
there might be a few here or there who are obedient to the Lord, the vast majorrty reject
His Word and call to prayer, thus loosing the TINY STAR.
as they have been since
199 1 . The clock is ticking, and from what I understand, on January 2 I , 2004 the Lord God
had me fuIfill what is given in Ezekiel l0: 2, which was to loose these TINY STARS -

These

TINY STARS are not at this time 'loosed' but held-back

meaning they are heading towards earth and will no longer be held back.
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REFLECTTNG oN A PAST cHrlRcH DEcrsIoN: From 1979 to 2001 the Lord
JESUS GHRIST has had me call His church to pray to withstand judgments. From 19g9
to 2001 the decision was to soundly and l00Yo reject His Word and Call. It culminated
(Genesis 4l.,32) on July 28, 2001 when JESUS had us take the Staffand to prophetically
stand-aside according to the church leaders' decision. From what JESUS had told me since
1980, such a decision would loose certain death and destruction and so I issued in our
Newsletter the outcome of the decision and that after August 28, 2001 we would see a
catastrophic event, buildings collapsing and multitudes crushed to death. In August 14,
1979 JEsus had told me that SEPTEMBER llm was {.Mosr TERRTBLE' and that

"TERROR WAS NOTAFAR OF'F."
on September I l, 2001 3,000 Americans perished in the collapsing world rrade center
buildings and in the Pentagon in a terrorist attack which set our nation offto war, a war
that continues to expand and grow deadlier. we "know" it sprang from the church
Decision to reject JESUS' Word and call to prayer.

(1) The Tiny star*" is deflected from the earth by Divine intervention in answer to
repentance/prayer or,

(2)

The "Tiny Star*"slams into the earth for the lack of repentance/prayer.

*Note - The term "Tiny star" is one we use to indicate
an object coming from outer space,
that being: a meteor, or asteroid, or comet, or some like object.
By what and how JESUS responded I understood that the comet the scientists were talking
about was Nor the one He told us about, rather it was an evidence. But as I pondered His
last sentence I would later (after July, 1994) understand that the comet impacting Jupiter
in July of 1994 was the sEEN that confirmed the UNSEEN comet - the one headed for
earth.

while the church Leadership has rejected JESUS woRD and call to pray, thus loosing
the TINY STA& the Net of Prayerhas stood in the gap.
we (Net of Prayer) have prayed about the TINY srAR since 1982 and our prayers have
gotten much mercy and God's help against these huge rocks heading our way from outer
space. Again, continue to pray, it is important. End of report on the TINy STAR.
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ANOTHER ASSASSIN?!
we tried to veriS this story on intemet, and Jim-REPFDAL found one source had no
information, one source confirmed it was true and one said it was false. However, we have
since leamed that a judge released this man and told him ',not to do it again.,'

DECEASED

F8.T

AGENT FOUND

SILENCED PISTOL

AT

TRUMP TOUER UITH

ARRESTED FOR TRESPASSING

ILLEGALLY CARRYING PISTOL UITH SILENCER.
By QuesFArews-Seryrbe- Que st-min istrie s-soph iaguy
Created 08n3f2fl6 - 23:1I

A source within the
NYPD has reported that
an armed 62 year old
man tried to sneak in to
the Trump Tower late
Tuesday night.
lnterestingly the
suspect who was found
with a semi-automatic
handgun fitted with a
silencer has been
identified as Barry Lee
Bush, a former Newark
NJ FBI agent who has
been dead since 2007.
A Secrct

Service

lrl

agent dlscovered Bush after he had circumventcd a secuiity pa ltion on the bottom floor of tho Trump
Tovver. Questioned by Secrct Soruice at the scene, Bush yyho inltlally ld€ntned himself as Barry Franilyn,
remained sllent offierlng no explanatlon for why he broke securlty at the Trump Toruer.

whether or not this man was an assassin or not is up for grabs. Nonetheless, he was
caught, arrested andjailed. I perceive this is yet another answer to prayer, a pRAISE TTIE
LORD!

David Limbaugh's book," THE EMMAUS CODE,' (euote page 25g)
"The proverbs teach us precepts for right and godly living...They teach us,
consistent with the admonition to fear God, that to become wise we must
humbly accept our limitations..." (fInquote)
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GATI{ERII{G TI{E RIGHTE OUS
PRAYER SHEET
(Volunteer prayer sheet)

uNrrY PRAYER: Dear Heavenly Father God, in Jesus' Holy Name, I pray to join

together in prayer with all the volunteers praying for the ,.Gatnelng ortne Right"our."
to
Y," p*v be in unity and agreement by the spirit of God, prayirig to be leJby Jesus
christ as we go forward in this work of prayer. Let us be instruments of youi Love,
wonderful Jesus, and be
witness as we spiritually minister to the people you
-Your
have gathered before us. w9 pray that they may see you, Jesus, in a new light
and
experience Your Love in a deep, life-changing way.

GATHERTNG PRAYER: Dear Jesus christ, we pray to move in and by the Spirit
of God in this work in prayer as your Holy Angeis go forth and gather from the

nation, and anywhere else You would send them, to gather your rightleous together in
the spirit-realm. we pray that hearts would be opened, and that any of those of this
current generation, and the next generation, as well as your little ones, too young
to
know anything now, or maybe not yet even born, be drawn up to you aithis time.
we
pray for all who have a heart for God and who would respond to you, Jesus, to
be
gathered among the righteous now.

MrNrsrERrNG uNTo rHE RIGHTEOUS:

DearFatherGod and christJesus,
we pray to minister Jesus christ through us unto your righteous ones that are here
before us. we pray to administer your Holy communion to them all. we offer to them
the blood and body of christ Jesus, shed for the atonement for our sins. As they
partake of the spiritual blood and body of christ, let their sins be forgiven and
their
bodies be made clean by the power of the Blood and Body of christ.

we also pray that each believer

filled with the Love and Spirit of God. we pray
that Jesus would breathe His Holy Spirit upon each individuai and that they receive
His Spirit into their spirit, this very day.
be

is the spirit that quickeneth; theftesh proftteth nothing: the words that
unto you, thelt are spirit, and they are life.,' (Jesus in John 6:63)

"It

I speak
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GATHERING THE RIGHTEOUS
REPORT
In the last newsletter we asked for volunteers to join us in a new prayer work which Jesus
entitled: GATHERING THE RIGHTEOUS. This started a few months ago in the spiritrealm, as Chuck-JOHNEL was led in prayer to send forth God's Holy Angels throughout
the nation to gather out ofthe world those who had a heart for Jesus but were yet young in
the Lord or not fully awakened to who they were in Christ. These are likely not in the church
system of man but yet believe in Jesus on some minimal level. Anyway, Chuck-JOHNEL
was shown that a work ofprayer in the spirit-realm was to be done to gatler these righteous
ones and to pray for them and their growth in Christ, as the Spirit of God would lead us. We
still don't know all of what Jesus will have us do, but we have received a few insights to
help get us started in prayer. At this point, we only have about 70 volunteers so we are
sending out the first prayer sheet to everyone on our mailing list, should others wish to join
in. Further information, prayer sheets and directives may be sent only to the volunteers to
save costs, so if you would like to be a part of this prayer effort, please let us know.

JESUS'S WORD TO RICHARD-DANIYEL : One the other side ofthis page is ournew
prayer sheet for this volunteer work ofprayer. The prayers were written to incorporate what
Jesus has shown us lately. The basis for the GATHERING PRAYER is a Word RichardDANIYEL received on Tuesday, July 5, 2016. Jesus told him:
"DANIYEL, LOOK AT THE LAY OF THE NATION'S LAND AT THIS TIME,IN
THIS SEASON. BEGINTO EARNESTLYPRAY FORTHE NEXT GENERATION
AND THE LITTLE ONES AND EVEN THOSE NOT BORN YET AIID TIIOSE
RIGHTEOUS TIIAT WILL BE GATHERED. FOR I AM FINISHED WITH THIS
CURRENT GENERATION. IT IS TIME TO PREPARE AND READY THE NEXT

WHO WILL HEAR ME, COME THROUGH AND COMPLETE THE TASK AT
HAND. BY THEIR OBEDIENCE OR NOT, EACH MAN NOW DETERMINES
THEIR OWN RESULT AI\ID PLACE AND REWARD.IT IS UP TO THEM TO
HEED MY WORDS GIVENTO THE CHURCHES.
THE MINISTERING PRAYERS: The final prayers are based on Words that I (NancyTONI) received. The one about ministering communion to those gathered came after a time
of prayer and abiding when the Holy Spirit led me the verses in John 6:32-58, where Jesus
tells us that He is the bread of Life and \.. Exceptye eat theflesh of the Son of nan, and
drink His blood, ye have no life in you ... He that eateth Myflesh, and drinketh My blood,
dweUeth in Me, and I in ftina " (Jesus in verses 53 & 56)
The last prayer came out of a time of abiding in which I saw Jesus before me and He
literally "breathed" His Holy Spirit upon me. I then knew to pray in a similar way for the
righteous being gathered. There will be more to this work comingo but at least this gets us
started.

